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1 Introduction

The Higgs mechanism in the Standard Model (SM) has a dual role — it breaks the elec-

troweak gauge symmetry and endows the SM charged fermions with a nonzero mass. Mea-

surements of the Higgs production and decays by ATLAS and CMS show that the Higgs

is the dominant source of EWSB [1]. The Higgs mechanism also predicts that the Higgs

couplings to the SM charged fermions, ySMf , are proportional to their masses, mf ,

ySMf =
√

2mf/v, (1.1)

with v = 246 GeV. In the SM the Yukawa couplings are thus predicted to be very hi-

erarchical. The prediction (1.1) can be distilled into four distinct questions [2, 3]: i) are

the Yukawa couplings flavor diagonal, ii) are the Yukawa couplings real, iii) are diagonal

Yukawa couplings proportional to the corresponding fermion masses yf ∝ mf , iv) is the

proportionality constant
√

2/v? Given the current experimental bounds, see below, it is

still possible that light fermions Yukawa are larger than the SM predictions [4–8] or much

smaller due to non SM masses generation mechanism of the light fermions [9].

Experimentally, we only have evidence that the Higgs couples to the 3rd generation

charged fermions [1]. This means that the couplings to the 3rd generation charged fermions

follow the hierarchical pattern (1.1) within errors from the global fits that are about O(20%)

(though with some preference for increased top Yukawa and decreased bottom Yukawa). A

related question is whether Higgs couplings to the 1st and 2nd generations are smaller than

the couplings to the 3rd generation. This is already established for charged leptons [10, 11]

and up-type quarks [12], while flavor universal Yukawa couplings are still allowed for down

quarks (for future projections see [13, 14]),

yexpe(µ)

yexpτ
< 0.22(0.28) ,

yexpu(c)

yexpt

< 0.036 ,
yexpd(s)

yexpb

< 5.6 . (1.2)

The bounds on lepton Yukawa couplings come from direct searches, while the bound on

light quark Yukawa couplings come from a global fit (including electroweak precision data)
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varying all the Higgs couplings. Significantly looser but model independent bounds on yc
from a recast of h → bb̄ searches [12] or from measurements of total decay width [12, 15]

also show yc < yt.

In this manuscript we show that the indirect sensitivity to the light quark Yukawa

couplings can be improved by considering normalized dσh/dpT or dσh/dyh distributions

for the Higgs production. Higgs pT distributions have been considered before as a way to

constrain new particles running in the ggh loop [16–27].1 In the case of enhanced light

quark Yukawa couplings the h + j diagrams are due to the qq̄, qg, and q̄g initial partonic

states (the effects due to the inclusion of u, d, s quarks in the ggh loops are logarithmically

enhanced, but still small [34]). Since these give different dσh/dpT or dσh/dyh distributions

than the gluon fusion initiated Higgs production, the two production mechanisms can be

experimentally distinguished.

The first measurements of the dσ/dpT or dσ/dyh differential distributions were already

performed by ATLAS [35–38] and CMS [39, 40] using the Run 1 dataset. We use these

to demonstrate our method and set indirect upper bounds on the up and down Yukawa

couplings. The present O(30− 70)% error is expected to be improved in the 13 TeV LHC.

As we show below at 13 TeV the LHC on can establish indirectly whether or not Higgs

couples hierarchically to down-type quarks. These can be compared with the prospects for

measuring light quark Yukawa couplings in exclusive production, h + J/ψ, h + φ, h + ρ,

h+ω [41–43], which appear to be even more challenging experimentally and require larger

statistical samples [14]. Other non-accelerator based suggestions for potentially probing

light quark Yukawas can be found in refs. [7, 44, 45].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the state of the art theoretical

predictions of the normalized pT and yh distributions, and the sensitivity to light quark

Yukawas. The present constraints and future projections are given in section 3, while

Conclusions are collected in section 4.

2 Light Yukawa couplings from Higgs distributions

In the rest of the paper we normalize the light quark Yukawa couplings to the SM b-quark

one, and introduce [42]

κ̄q =
yexpq

ySMb
, (2.1)

where the Yukawa couplings are evaluated at µ = mh. Establishing the hierarchy among

down-type quark Yukawas thus requires showing that κ̄d/κ̄b < 1 and/or κ̄s/κ̄b < 1. Note

that κ̄s(d) = 1 requires a large enhancement of the Yukawa coupling over its standard model

value by a factor of ' 50 (' 103). The present experimental bounds are κ̄u < 0.98(1.3),

κ̄d < 0.93(1.4), κ̄s < 0.70(1.4), obtained from a global fit to Higgs production (including

electroweak precision data) varying only the Yukawa coupling in question (or all of the

Higgs couplings) [42]. The sensitivity can be improved if one uses inclusive cross section

at different collision energies [46].

1A related question on how to characterize the properties of a heavy resonance using kinematical distri-

butions of its decay products and distributions in the number of jets was recently discussed in [28–33].
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Figure 1. The 1/σh · dσh/dyh (left) and 1/σh · dσh/dpT (right) normalized distributions at
√
s =

13 TeV collision energy for several values of up quark Yukawa couplings, κ̄u = 0 (SM, blue), κ̄u = 1

(orange), κ̄u = 4 (green).

In order to improve these bounds we exploit the fact that the Higgs rapidity and pT
distributions provide higher sensitivity to the light quark Yukawa couplings than merely

measuring the inclusive Higgs cross section. In the SM the leading order (LO) inclusive

Higgs production is through gluon fusion. This is dominated by a threshold production

where both gluons carry roughly equal partonic x. The resulting dσh/dyh thus peaks at

yh = 0. The distribution would change, however, if one were to increase the Yukawa

coupling to u-quarks, such that the LO Higgs production would be due to uū fusion. Since

u is a valence quark the uū fusion is asymmetric, with u quark on average carrying larger

partonic x than the ū sea quark. The Higgs production would therefore peak in the forward

direction. This is illustrated in figure 1 (left) where the rapidity distribution is plotted for

different values of the up Yukawa, κ̄u = yu/y
SM
b = 1.0 (orange line) and 4.0 (green line),

and for setting up Yukawa couplings to zero, κ̄u = 0 (blue line, denoted SM in the legend).

For large values of yu, a few times the SM bottom Yukawa, the Higgs production is no

longer central but forward. Already for yu = ySMb there is a visible reduction of the Higgs

production in the central region, and an increase in the forward region.

Somewhat different considerations apply to the case of Higgs pT distribution, shown in

figure 1 (right). Due to initial state radiations, the Higgs pT distribution exhibits a Sudakov

peak at small pT [47] (for recent works on the resummations in this region see [48–51]). The

location of the peak is sensitive to the nature of the incoming partons. For gg fusion, the

pT distribution peaks at about 10 GeV, while for uū scattering, the pT distribution peaks at

smaller values, at about 5 GeV. This is because the effective radiation strength of gluon is

αsNc, a few times larger than the effective radiation strength of quarks, αs(N
2
c −1)/(2Nc),

where Nc = 3. The larger effective radiation strength of gluons also leads to a harder pT
spectrum. In terms of normalized pT distribution, therefore, the uū scattering leads to a

much sharper peak at lower pT compared with the gg scattering.

Many of the theoretical errors cancel in the normalized distributions so that 1/σh ·
dσh/dyh is under much better control than the absolute value of the cross section [52]. This

is illustrated in the top panels of figure 2, where we compare LO, NLO and NNLO theo-

retical predictions for the normalized and unnormalized yh distributions at
√
s = 13 TeV

collision energy [53]. Similar cancellation of theoretical uncertainties is observed for nor-
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Figure 2. The upper panels show the rapidity distribution dσh/dyh (left), where the Higgs decay

to γγ, and the normalized rapidity distribution 1/σh · dσh/dyh (right) calculated at LO, NLO and

NNLO (red, black, blue lines respectively) using HNNLO [53], see text for details. The lower panels

show NLL (black) and NNLL (blue) predictions for dσh/dpT (left) and 1/σh · dσh/dpT (right),

obtained using HqT2.0[54, 55]. Blue bands denote scale dependence when varying mh/4 < µ < mh.

malized pT distribution, illustrated in the bottom panels of figure 2, although the reduction

of theoretical uncertainties is not as dramatic as in the rapidity distribution. Normalized

distribution also help reduces many of the experimental uncertainties. For un-normalized

distribution, the total systematic uncertainties due to, e.g., luminosity and background

estimates range from 4% to 12% [37]. However, most of the systematic uncertainties cancel

in the normalized shape distribution. The dominant experimental uncertainties for the

shape of the distribution are statistical ones, ranging from 23% to 75% [37], and can be

improved with more data.

In this work we perform an initial study using the rapidity and pT distributions to

constrain the light-quark Yukawa couplings. In the study we use Monte Carlo samples of

events on which we impose the experimental cuts in section 3. We generate the parton level,

pp→ h+ n jets, including the SM gluon fusion (the background) and qq̄ and qg, q̄g fusion

(the signal) using MadGraph 5 [56] with LO CT14 parton distribution function (PDF) [57]

and Pythia 6.4 [58] for the showering, where q = u, d, s, c and n = 0, 1, 2. Events of

different multiplicities are matched using the MLM scheme [59]. Further re-weighting of

the generated tree-level event samples is necessary because of the large k-factor due to QCD

corrections to the Higgs production [60]. We re-weight the LO cross section of different

jet multiplicities merged in the MLM matching scheme, to the best available theoretical

predictions so far. For contributions proportional to top Yukawa coupling, which start as

gg → h, we use N3LO predictions [61, 62], while for contributions proportional to light

– 4 –
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Figure 3. The predictions for the 1/σh · dσh/dyh (left) and 1/σh · dσh/dpT (right) normalized

distributions at
√
s = 13 TeV collision energy. The tree-level MadGraph 5+Pythia is shown in solid

black, while the QCD NNLO rapidity distribution computed using HNNLO code [53], shown in the

left panel (the NNLO+NNLL resumed pT distributions computed using HqT2.0 [54, 55], shown in

the right panel), are denoted by blue lines. Theoretical uncertainties, denoted by the blue bands,

are estimated by varying the resummation scale between mh/4 and mh.

quark Yukawa, which start as qq̄ → h, we use NNLO predictions [63–66]. We combine

the two re-weighted event samples to compute the normalized differential distributions

1/σh · dσh/dyh and 1/σh · dσh/dpT . Our calculation is performed in the large top quark

mass limit and we ignore light-quark loop in the gg fusion channel. The same procedure is

applied throughout this work.

In figure 3, we compare our tree-level MadGraph 5+Pythia prediction for the normal-

ized rapidity and pT distribution against the available precise QCD prediction based on

NNLO [53] and NNLO+NNLL calculations [55]. We find that for the rapidity distribution

the MadGraph 5+Pythia calculation describes well the shape of the normalized distribu-

tion. Small differences at the level of O(10%) are observed for the pT distribution. In

the future, when experimental data become more precise, it will be useful to redo our

phenomenological analysis, presented below, using more precise resummed predictions for

both the signal and background.

The difference between Higgs production kinematics with and without significant light

quark Yukawas becomes smaller when going from uū fusion to dd̄ fusion and to ss̄ fusion

(for the same value of the Yukawa coupling in each case). In figure 4, we set yu = yd =

ys = 2.0× ySMb to illustrate this point. Since s is a sea quark its PDF is much closer to the

gluon PDF, leading to similar Higgs pT and yh distributions in the case of pure gluon fusion

and when strange Yukawa is enhanced. We therefore do not expect large improvements

in the sensitivity to the strange Yukawa by considering Higgs cross section distributions

compared to just using the total rates. Charm quark, on the other hand, has large enough

mass that the log enhanced contributions from the charm loop in gg → hj production can

have a visible effect on the Higgs kinematical distributions [67].

We note that a potential direct handle on the charm Yukawa can be obtained from

the h→ cc̄ inclusive rate by using charm tagging [12, 14, 68, 69] or from a Higgs produced

in association with a c-jet [70]. The sensitivity of the later may be potentially improved

by considering the Higgs pT and yh distributions, or by considering a Higgs produced in

association with two c-jets.
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Figure 4. The 1/σh · dσh/dyh (left) and 1/σh · dσh/dpT (right) when switching on up (orange),

down (green) and strange (red) Yukawa coupling.

3 Current constraints and future prospects

In this section we perform a sensitivity study of the Higgs kinematical distributions as

probes of the 1st generation quark Yukawas. We use normalized differential distributions,

which, as argued above, have small theoretical uncertainties. In addition, the dependence

on the Higgs decay properties, such as the branching ratios and total decay width, cancel

in the measurements of 1/σh ·dσh/dpT and 1/σh ·dσh/dyh. In other words, the normalized

distributions are sensitive only to the production mechanism.

The Higgs production can differ from the SM one either by having a modified ggh

coupling, or by modified light quark Yukawas. The modification of the Higgs coupling

to gluons can arise, for instance, from a modified top Yukawa coupling or be due to new

particles running in the loop. In the normalized distribution the presence of new physics in

the gluon fusion will affect the total rate and can be searched for in normalized distribution

such as 1/σh · dσh/dpT for very hard pT , larger than about 300 GeV [20–27]. In contrast,

nonzero light quark Yukawa couplings modify the Higgs kinematics in the softer part of the

pT spectrum. In our analysis we assume for simplicity that the gluon fusion contribution

to the Higgs production is the SM one.

We use the normalized Higgs pT distribution measured by ATLAS in h → γγ and

h → ZZ channels [37], to extract the bounds on the up and down Yukawa couplings.

We reconstruct the χ2 function, including the covariance matrix, from the information

given in [37]. The theoretical errors on the normalized distributions are smaller than the

experimental ones, and can thus be neglected. The resulting 95 % CL regions for the up

and down Yukawa are

[κ̄u]8TeV,pT < 0.46 , [κ̄d]8TeV,pT < 0.54 , (3.1)

where we used the Higgs pT to derive the bounds, but not the yH distributions that are

less sensitive. For each of the bounds above we marginalized over the remaining Yukawa

coupling with the most conservative bound obtained when this is set to zero. Note that

the inclusion of correlations is important. The bins are highly correlated because the

distribution is normalized. The corresponding 2D contours are given in figure 5 (right).

These bounds are stronger than the corresponding ones coming from the fits to the inclusive
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Figure 5. Left: the ATLAS 8TeV measurement of the normalized Higgs pT distribution (black) [37],

and the theoretical predictions for the SM (blue), κ̄u = 2 (red), κ̄d = 2 (orange). Right: the resulting

1σ (2σ) allowed regions for the up and down Yukawa are denoted by dark gray (light gray) shadings,

while the dashed line denotes the 2σ expected sensitivity.

Higgs production cross sections, see the discussion following eq. (2.1). In figure 5 (left) we

also show the comparison between ATLAS data [37] (black), and the theoretical predictions

for zero light quark Yukawas, κ̄u,d = 0 (blue), and when switching on one of them, κ̄u =

2 (red) or κ̄d = 2 (orange). The constraints from the Higgs rapidity distributions are at

present significantly weaker.

To estimate the future sensitivity reach for the measurements of pT and yh distribu-

tions at 13 TeV LHC, we use the same binings and the covariance matrix as in the 8 TeV

ATLAS measurements but assume perfect agreement between central values of the exper-

imental points and theoretical predictions. We rescale the relative errors in each of the

bins by the effective luminosity gain, (σh|13TeV/σh|8TeV)−1/2 · (L13TeV/L8TeV)−1/2. Tak-

ing σh|13TeV/σh|8TeV = 2.3 and L8TeV = 20.3 fb−1 we get the expected sensitivity from

the pT distribution at 13 TeV for the luminosity of L13TeV = 300 fb−1 to be κ̄u < 0.36

and κ̄d < 0.41 at 95% CL. This should be compared with the expected sensitivity at 8 TeV,

κ̄u < 1.0 and κ̄d < 1.2. (Note that due to a downward fluctuation in the first bin of ATLAS

data [37], cf. figure 5 (left), the expected sensitivity is significantly worse than the presently

extracted bounds in (3.1).) The expected sensitivities from normalized rapidity distribu-

tions are looser, κ̄u < 0.84 (2.0) and κ̄d < 1.1 (3.7) for 13 TeV 300 fb−1 (8 TeV 20.3 fb−1).

Note that in these rescaling we assumed that the systematic errors will be subdominant,

or, equivalently, that they will scale as the statistical errors. Assuming relative error of 5%

in each bin and pT bins of 10 GeV we get that κ̄u < 0.27 and κ̄d < 0.31. This error includes

both the systematic and statistical errors. The theoretical error is presently at the level

of ∼ 15% [71] (see e.g. ref. [37]), so that significant improvement on the theoretical errors

were assumed in the above projection, which we find reasonable in light of recent progress

on theory [34, 72, 73]. To reach the quoted bounds will require a significant amount of

data. For instance, the statistical error of 5% in the lowest pT bins would be reached

– 7 –
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Figure 6. Left: the dark (light) gray region is the 1σ (2σ) naive projection from the pT distribution

for the LHC 13 TeV assuming bin size of 10 GeV and relative error of 5 % per bin. The dashed line

is the current 2 σ bound from recast of the ATLAS 8 TeV data. Right: the dark (light) gray region

is the 1 (2)σ naive projection from the rapidity distribution for the LHC 13 TeV assuming bin size

of 0.1 and relative error of 5 % per bin.

with O(2 ab−1) of 13 TeV data. From the rapidity distribution, with bin size of 0.1, we

get κ̄u < 0.36 and κ̄d < 0.47, see figure 6. In figure 7 we also show the projections for

how well one can probe the strange Yukawa at 13 TeV LHC from pT (figure 7 left) and y

distributions (figure 7 right). We show the reach as a function of relative errors in each bin

with 1σ (2σ) exclusions as a dark (light) grey region. We assume pT bin sizes of 10 GeV

and rapidity of 0.01, respectively.

Flavor non-universality in the down sector is established, if conclusively κ̄d < κ̄b.

ATLAS is projected to be able to put a lower bound on the the bottom Yukawa of κ̄b >

0.7 [14, 74] with L14TeV = 300 fb−1. Therefore, given the above prospects for probing

the down Yukawa from normalized pT distribution, we expect that there will be indirect

evidence for non universality of the Higgs couplings also in the down quark sector.

4 Conclusions

Light quark Yukawa couplings can be bounded from normalized pT and rapidity distribu-

tions, 1/σh ·dσh/dpT and 1/σh ·dσh/dyh, respectively. In these many of the theoretical and

experimental errors cancel, while they still retain sensitivity to potential qq̄ → h fusion.

This would make the normalized pT distribution softer than the SM production through

gluon fusion, while the rapidity would become more forward. We presented a reintepre-

tation of the ATLAS measurements of the normalized pT and rapidity distributions and

derived the bounds on up and down quark Yukawa couplings. Owing to a downward fluc-

tuation in the first bin of the distribution one has yexpd < ySMb at more than 95 %CL. With

300 fb−1 at 13 TeV LHC, one can furthermore establish non-universality of Higgs couplings

to the down quarks, yexpd < yexpb .
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Figure 7. Left (right): the dark (light) gray region is the 1σ (2σ) naive projection for probing the

strange Yukawa as function of the relative error per bin from the pT (y) distribution for the LHC

13 TeV assuming bin size of 10 GeV (0.01). The vertical lines denote expected statistical only errors

for integrated luminosities of 3 ab−1 and 300 fb−1.

The study performed in this paper is based on LO event generator, which can be im-

proved by using more advanced theoretical tools. For example, it would be useful to com-

pute the rapidity and pT distribution for uū→ h and dd̄→ h to higher orders in QCD [75].

Also, the SM gg → h inclusive cross section is now known to N3LO level [61, 62]. It would

be very interesting to push the calculation for rapidity distribution and pT distribution to

N3LO and N3LL, and including the full mass dependence for massive quark loop in the

gg → hj process to NLO (for recent progress, see e.g., ref. [34, 72, 73]).
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